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1. Introduction 
In applied mathematics it is occasionally desirable to be able to write a proper rational function in terms 
of partial fractions. Although a unique solution to this linear problem is assured, it is by no means an easy 
task to efficiently perform the computation. The problem is made substantially more difficult when the 
denominator polynomial has repeated zeros. We consider the case where the denominator polynomial is 
factored into linear factors and concern ourselves with the complications engendered by the repetition of 
some of these linear factors. 
Some of the techniques which serve well for small scale problems become cumbersome for large scale 
problems. Also computer implementation of some methods are more appealing than for others. It has been 
our aim to look at the partial fractions problem anew. We have re-formulated some well-known methods 
and we also present new methods. Admittedly some of the methods appear to differ solely in the order in 
which their component parts are performed. 
It is possible that there is no single inventor of the concept of partial fractions expansion. The ancient 
Egyptians, when they expressed fractions as the sum of fractions whose numerators were unity, seemed to 
have had the germ of the idea. Boyer [2, p. 4381 however said the Leibniz was clever for noting in 1676 that 
l/(n(n + 1)) = l/n - l/( n + 1). References to partial fractions are of course contained in older algebra 
and calculus texts, [8, Vol. 1, p. 15 1; 26, Ch. 21. A spate of modern references [ 1,3-7,9,11- 14,17- 19,2 1,24, 
25,27-291 have occurred perhaps due to the development of the digital computer. 
Since the exposition which follows is to be unified it is worthwhile to next devote effort to mathematical 
methods and conventions. 
2. Mathematical preliminaries 
Coefficient vectors. Numerical computation involving polynomials is facilitated by making use of a 
vector whose components are the coefficients of the polynomial. For example in place of p(s) = 3 + 3s + s* 
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we could simply write 
(P(S)) = [393Jl 
This vector is called the coefficient vector of p(s). Associated with p(s) there is still another vector, 
[ 1, s, s *I, which is called the basis uector. The polynomial may be regained by taking the scalar product of 
the coefficient vector and the basis vector. Frequently we will not explicitly state what the basis vector is. 
Usually it will be [ 1, s, s*, . . . 1. In order for the coefficient vector to have meaning the basis vector must be 
stated or implied. 
Convolution. Convolution is a type of multiplication in which two r-component vectors are multiplied (or 
convolved) to form an r-component vector. With r being the number of components desired in the resultant 
vector it might happen that one (or both) of the vectors entering into the product does not have exactly r 
components. If an entering vector has more than r components, then the proper number of final 
components may be dropped so that the resultant vector does have r components. If an entering vector has 
fewer than r components then final zeros may be annexed to the end of the vector so that it will have r 
components. 
Symbolically convolution is given by 
[ a,, a *,...,~,]*[x,,x, ,..., xJ=[b,,b, ,..., b,] (1) 
where 
b,= i a,x,-,+lr i=1,2 r. ,..., (2) 
j=l 
Since convolution is commutative the order of the factors is not relevant. 
Convolution may be used to multiply polynomials. The multiplication of (3 + 3s + s2) and (2 + 5s) will 
yield a third degree polynomial, thus r = 4. Convolution of the four-component coefficient vectors gives, 
[2,5,0,0] * [3,3,1,0] = [6,21,17,5] 
The resultant polynomial is (6 + 21s + 17s’ + 5~~). It is crucial that throughout the convolution all the 
coefficient vectors be referred to the same basis vector, which in this case by implication is [ 1, s, s*, s3]. 
Deconuolution. The process of solving (1) for [x,, x2,. . . , x,.] when [a,, u2,. . . , a,] and [b,, b,, . . . , b,] are 
given is called deconvolution. One method of doing this is to first reconstitute the two polynomials which 
have [a,, a2 ,..., a,] and [b,, 6, ,..., b,] for their respective coefficient vectors, and then divide the former 
polynomial into the latter polynomial by long division. The r leading coefficients of the resultant quotient 
expression are given by [x,, x2,. . . , x,]. In practice the polynomials need not be written; the long division 
may be carried out in terms of the coefficients only, using the format suggested by 
1 x1,x *....*&I 
1 uI, a *,...,a,] )[b,,b,,...J,] 
This process of deconvolution may be.called abridged dioision and is illustrated later in conjunction with 
Method 5. When a, = 0 the deconvolution is unique. 
2.1. Divided differences and Homer’s scheme 
Newton’s divided difference formula [23, p. 2671 may be used to write a polynomial p(s) of degree 
(r - 1) as 
P(S) =Pl&l+ (s - &)P[L &I + (s - &)(s - &)PP,% A,. &I 
+ ... +(s-X,)(s-&)... (s-X,_,)p[X,,X, ,..., X,]+(R), (3) 
where 1 < i < r - 1 and the X’s are convenient numbers (real or complex) which need not be distinct. The 
remainder term is given by 
(R)i=(S-X,)(S-A,)*** (s-Xi)p[X,,Xz,...,X,,s]. (4) 
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The coefficients p[X,], p[h,, A,], etc., are called divided differences. They. as well as the polynomial 
p[&, A,,..., A,, s], may be found with the aid of Horner’s scheme. 
Horner’s scheme ;Y this instance consists of repeated synthetic divisions using the component vector 
{p(s)) as the ir)iAr dividend and with the numbers [A,, A,. . . . , A,] as the divisors. The process is indicated 
by the expression 
When hand calculation is used it is convenient to perform the operations in the following format: 
etc. 
In order that component vectors correspond to the basis vector [ 1, S, s*, . . . ] it is necessary that the 
indicated synthetic divisions be performed in a manner which is backward from the more standard method. 
To illustrate, let N(s) = 96 - 136s + 52s* + 6s3 - 7s4 + s 5 be written according to Newton’s divided 
difference formula. Taking the X’s to be [0,1,2,3,4] we must first perform Horner’s scheme which 
corresponds to 
[96 ,- 136 ,52 ,6 ,- 7 711 P 
0 0 0 0 0 
96 [-136 952 6 t-7 4 II 
52 0 -6 1 
-84 [52 ,O ,-6 J] @ 
-16 -8 2 
36 t-8 ,-4 J] p 
-3 3 
-11 [-1 911 @ 
4 
3 Dl 
In this case (3) may be implemented in five different ways depending on the choice of i. For example: 
ifi= 1, 
N(s) = 96 + S( - 136 + 52s + 6s’ - 7s3 + s4); 
ifi=3, 
N(s) = 96 - 84s + 36(s)(s - 1) +s(s - l)(s - 2)( -8 - 4s + s*); 
ifi=5, 
N(s) = 96 - 84s + 36(s)(s - 1) - ll(s)(s - l)(s - 2) + 3s(s - l)(s - 2)(s - 3) 
+(S)(S-l)(s-2)(S-3)(S-4)1. 
2.2. Linear combinations of polynomials 
Suppose p,(s), p2(s) , . . . , p,(s) are a linearly independent set of polynomials each of degree (r - I). .f 
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p,(s) is also of degree (r - l), then there will exist unique coefficients p,, pz, _ _ . , p, such that 
P,(J) = W&4 +W&) + . . . + PrPr(S). 
All of these polynomials may be expanded using Newton’s divided difference formula: 
P,(s)=p,[h,l+(s-h,)p,[X,,X,l+(s-X,)(s-Xz)p,[h,,X:.Xjl 
+ ... +(s-X,)(s-h,)*~~ (s-x,-,)P,[X,,X,,...,X,l+(R,), 
(5) 
(6) 
where 1 <i((r- 1) andj=O, l,..., r. Upon substitution of (6) into (5) it may be shown that divided 
differences may be written in place of the polynomials in (5). That is, 
P&,J%...~ X;]=P,p,[h,,X2 ‘..., &]+WG,J, ,...? &I 
+ . . . +PrPrhJ,~...Al (7) 
where 1 <ig(r- 1) 
2.3. Remarks on divided differences 
Knowledge of the following facts and conventions is useful: 
(a) The value of the divided differencep[X,, X2,..., hi] depends only upon the function p(s) and upon 
the collection A,, A,, . . . , A, and not upon the ordering of the X’s. For example 
PP,, A,, &I =PPQA &I. (8) 
(b) A divided difference may be formed from two divided differences of the next lower order according 
to the rule 
an original collection of X’s 
= which contain X, and h, 1 
original collection of X’s 1 [ original collection of h’s but with h, deleted -* but with X, deleted = h.-~, I. 
It has been assumed that X, and h, are distinct. 
(c) By example we introduce the shorthand notation 
p[h,,X,,A,,h,,X,,X,l=P[h(3),~(22),h3]. 
3. Partial fractions preliminaries 
3.1. Formulation of the problem 
Let F(s) be a proper rational function given by 
F(s) = N(s)/D(s). 
The polynomial D(S) is of degree n and may be expressed in coefficient form as 
n+l 
D(s)= c up 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
or in factored form as 
0 
D(s) = a,,, l.j (s - zg’ 
r-1 
(13) 
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where the Y, are the q distinct zeros of D(s) and the K, are the multiplicity of the v,. It follows that 
n=K,+K,+-.. +K 4 (14) 
Similarly N(s) i: d polynomial of degree m (m < n) which has the two representations 
m+l 
N(s)= c b,P (15) 
r=l 
and 
The a, are the p distinct zeros of N(s) and the J, are the multiplicity of the u,. Also 
m=J, +J,+ ... +J,_ (17) 
The problem which faces us is the accurate and efficient calculation of the n partial fractions coefficients 
A,j which occur in 
F(s)= ; ; AJj 
,=I ;=* (s- v,)KJ-‘+’ . 
Alternatively (18) may be written as 
F(s)= 5 Ai, 
,=I (s- vJ++ 
+ x,(s) 
where 
and k is a particular integer, 1 < k < q. 
The quantity Dk(.r) is occasionally useful and is defined to be 
l&(S) = D(s) 
(S_vk)Kk’ l GkGq. 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
Example 3.1 (Standard example). To make some of the developments easier to follow we will make 
reference to the case where 
D(s)=(s- 1)3(s+ l)*(s+2)= -2+.r+55s2-2s3-4~4+~5+~6 
and 
N(s) = (.s- 2)3(.s + 3)(s - 4) = 96 - 136s + 52s* + 6s3- 7s4 + s5. 
In this instance v, = 1, K, = 3; v2 = - 1, K, = 2; v3 = - 2, K, = 1, and u, = 2, J, = 3; u2 = - 3, J, = 1; 
u3 = 4, J3 = 1. In this example the zeros of D(s) and N(s) are real. This was done for the purpose of 
simplicity. The methods which follow are valid irrespective of whether the zeros are real or complex. 
4. Specific methods 
Method 1 (Equating coefficients of like powers of s). Equations (1 l), (18) and (21) may be re-arranged to 
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yield 
N(s)= i 5 [A,j(s-v,)‘-‘D,(s)]. (22) 
j=) i=] 
This equation forms the starting point of the well-known method of equating the coefficients of So, (Y = 0, 
1 ,.*., n - 1, on the left to the corresponding coefficients on the right of (22). The method is powerful since 
it never fails and there are no special cases. The method’s shortcomings center around the relative 
inconvenience of actually finding the n simultaneous equations which contain the A,, and the ensuing 
difficulty in solving the simultaneous equations. The following development will allay these deficiencies 
somewhat. 
Define 
P,j(s) = (s - v,)‘_‘D,(s) = D(s) 
(s _ v,)Kl-‘+’ ’ 
i<i<K,, 1 <j<q. (23) 
Writing D(s) in terms of divided differences we get 
D(s)=D[v,]+(s-v,)D[v,(‘)]+ ... +(s-v,)~~-‘D[v;~J-~+~)]+(R)K,-,+,. (24) 
All of the divided differences explicitly written in (24) are zero since v, is a K,-fold zero of D(s). See (36) 
for a generalization of this idea. Hence, 
p,,(s) = 
(R)K,-,+I 
(.$ - vj)K’-‘+’ 
=D[v;‘,-‘+‘),s]. 
Taking the special case of K, = 3, K, = 2 and K, = 1, (22) may now be written as 
I D[vi3), s]. D[vl(*), s] 
N(s)= [A,,,A,,,A,,lA,,,A,,IA,,l 
Dh ~1 
D[vz(? s] 
I Db,, ~1 Db,, ~1 
(25) 
(26) 
All of the polynomials in (26) may be replaced by their coefficient vectors to yield 
[~,,~~,~~,~~,~~,~~I=[A,,,A~,,A~,IA,~,AzzIA,~IP (27) 
where P is a matrix given by 
The rows of P are easily computed using Horner’s scheme. The A,, may be obtained through simultaneous 
solution of the equations contained in (27). Those equations are exactly the ones one would obtain by 
equating coefficients of equal powers of s in (22). 
For the standard example stated previously we may calculate the first three (= K,) rows of P using 
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Horner’s scheme given by (D(s)}]l[ vfK1)]. The actual calculation is 
k-2, 1, 5, -2, -4, 1, I] 11 
2 1 -4 -2 2 ] 
0 [2, 1, -4, -2, 2 I] Ll 
-2 -3 1 3 1 
0 1-2, -3, 1, 3, 1] j_l 
2 5 41 
0 [2, 5, 4, 11 
The next two ( = K2) rows of P are given by (D(S)) I][ vjKz)]. 
[-2, 1, 5, -2, -4, 1, l] I_! 
2 -2 4 0 -1 
0 [-:. 3, 2, -4, 0, 11 I-1 
2 [I:. 3 1 -1 
0 5, -3, -1, l] 
The last row of P comes from (D(s)}~~[v~~~‘] 
[-2, 1, 5, -2, -4, 1, l] 1_2 
2 
[I:, 
-4 4 2 -2 
0 1, 2, -2, -1, l] 
The numerical version of (27) becomes 
2 5 4 100 
-2 -3 1 3 1 0 
[K-136,52,6,-7, l]=[A,,.A,,,A,,IA,2,A221A,,] 2 ’ -4 -2 2 ’ 
-2 5 -3 -1 1 0 
-2 3 2 -4 0 1 
--1 1 2 -2 -1 l_ 
from which the A,, may be found by simultaneous solution. 
Although not of computational importance it may be noted that 
P=EA 
where (for the standard case of K, = 3, K, = 2 and K, = 1) 
(29) 
0 0 1 31, 6~; 10~; 
0 1 2v, 3v; 4v: 5Yf 
E= 
1 v, v: v: vf v: 
0 1 282 3v,2 4v; 5124 
1 v2 v2’ v; v; v2’ 
1 v3 v3’ v; v; v3’ 
(30) 
254 
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a2 a3 a4 a5 06 a7 
a3 a4 as a6 a7 0 
a4 a5 a6 a7 0 0 
A= 
a5 a6 a7 0 0 0 . 
(31) 
a6 a7 0 0 0 0 
_ a7 0 0 0 0 0 
The last row within each partition of E is typically [ 1, v, v2, v3,. . . ] The next higher row within a partition 
is obtained by convolving the current row with [0, 1, v, v’,. . . 1. The structure of A is obvious, but it is at 
first curious that a, is absent. 
From (27) and (29) it is clear that 
[~,,,~2,~~3,I~,2,~22I~,3~=[~,,~2,~3,~4,~,,~6]~-‘~-‘. (32) 
Chen and Leung [6] and Chen and Yates [7] advocate this method of finding the A,j but computationally it 
is no more efficient than solving (27) simultaneously. 
Method 2 (Use of arbitrary s-uahes). It has been suggested [22, p. 2651 that  general method of solving (26) 
for the A,, would be to evaluate that expression at n distinct but otherwise arbitrary s-values. Let these 
values be’i I) X 2,. . . , A,,, then (26) becomks 
N(X,) = LA,,, A2l3 A3,I A,2, A22i A,3 
From the n renditions of (33) we may indeed solve for the Ai,. Practically the work involved is much more 
than that encountered when (27) is used. The reason is clear, since each of the (n + 1) polynomials which 
occur in (26) must each be evaluated at X,, A,, . . . , A,,. That is, there must be n(n + 1) additional synthetic 
I Db, C3), Xi] D[v(‘), A,] 
#I Dh 41 
D[vj2), A;] 
, i=1,2 ,...,n. (33) 
divisions over and above those required to 
Let us return to the standard example 
becomes, 
form (27). 
and taking the X’s to be [0,1,2,3.4,5] the matrix form of (33) 
2 12 36 80 150 252 
-2 0 36 160 450 1008 1 
[96, 12,0,-6,0,216]=[A,,,A,,,A,,IA,,,A,,IA,,] I 2 ’ 36 320 
-2 0 4 40 
‘;;; 4i;; 
-2 0 12 160 810 2688 
-1 0 9 128 675 2304 
An additional reason for not favoring this method over Method 1 involves the relatively unwieldly 
numbers which can occur. Such numbers may make the numerical solution for the A,, subject to 
unexpected round-off error. 
Method 3 (Matrix triangufarization). By means of the principle embodied in (7) we may legally replace the 
polynomials of (26) by appropriate divided differences. When this replacement is accomplished in n 
independent ways the resultant n scalar equations may be expressed as  single vector equation from which 
the A,, may be found. Although the replacement of the polynomials may be done by many different 
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prescriptions, a good procedure is to replace N(s) by the divided differences turned out by 
{N(.s)}II [v{~I), yjK2), VIED)] and to replace D[Y{~). s] by the divided differences given by 
{D[Y?, s]>ll[v$K”, vjKz), ~3(~“)] with similar replacements for the other polynomials of (26). The result is , 
[N[v,].N[vj2)]..[v/3)]~n![v~3~,v2].w[vif),V2(2)]liY[v~3~.yi2)~~3]]= 
= [A,,~A2,~A3,1A,2A221A,31T (34) 
where 
D[v;“‘] D[v$“] D[ @‘)I D [ @‘). v2] D [ Y[~), vj*)] D [ Y(~), vi*), q] 
D[vf”] I+{“‘] D[ @] D[+,v2] D[v(~),v$*)] D[v~*).v~(*).Y~] 
T= 
D[ v12)] D[ Y(‘)] D[ Y(~)] D[ v14), u2] D[ vj4), Y;~)] D[ vf4). vj*), v3] 
D[v,,vj*)] D[vj*),v,(*)] D[vj3),#] D[vf3),vj3)] D[vf3).@)] D[v~‘).v~(~).Y~] 
D[v,,v2] D[vfz).v2] D[vj3),v2] D[v(~).Y~(*)] D[vj3bj3)] D[v, (3), “2(‘l). P3 1 
D[v,, v,] D[ Y/*). v3] D[vf’). v3] D[ VI’), v2, v,] D[ Y(~), vj*). u3] D[ vj3). v2(*). vj’)] 
(35) 
Owing to the particular replacement scheme used all of the entries of T below the principal diagonal as well 
as at least f(S - m) entries above the principal diagonal are zero. Here, S = Kf + Ki + . . . + Ki. This 
comes about because of the general result that 
D[? (LJ, @,),..., y(G) X0 4 1 (36) 
if L,gK,, L,<K, ,..., L,<K, or if L,+L,+ .. . + L, > n + 1. Although much more computation is 
necessary to get (34) than is required to get (27) the solution of (34) is easier since forward substitution may 
be used rather than simultaneous solution as is required in (27). 
Making use of the standard example, (34) becomes 
12 16 7 1 0 0 
0 12 16 5 1 0 
[12,-37,38,-4,-6,1]=[A,,,Az,,A,,JA,,,A,,IA,,] ; ; l2 6 3 ’ 
0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 
IO 0 0 0 0 l- 
from which the A,, may be found for forward substitution. 
Another way to compute T is from T = PF where P is given by (28) and 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
VI 1 0 0 0 0 
V: 2V, 1 0 0 0 
F= v; 31; 38, 1 0 0 . 
vf 4~; 6~; 31, + v.J 1 0 
v; svp 1ov: 6~; -I- 3v,v2 + ~2’ 3v, +2v2 1 
(37) 
Starting with the first column of F each successive column is obtained from the previous column by 
convolution with [0, 1, v,, v,‘. v,‘, VP]. The subscript i is the same as the partition into which the newly 
formed column is to be placed. Thus column 4, which is in the second partition, is obtained from column 3 
by convolution of column 3 with [0, 1, v2, v,‘, v:, v,“]. 
Method 4 (Matrix decomposition). There is another prescription for replacing the polynomials in (26) by 
divided differences which is noteworthy. Replace N(s) by the divided differences obtained from the 
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Homer’s schemes given by {N(s)}ll[~$~~)], {N(s)>ll[~$~~)] and (N(s))ll[ ZJ$~J)]. Make similar replacements 
for all of the other polynomials of (26) and obtain 
[N~v,~~N[v~2~]~~[y~3~]~N~Y~~~N[V2(2~]~N~Y3~]=~A,,~AZ,rA3,~A,~~A22~A,3]U (38) 
where 
U= 
I a% v21 D[v(*), zf*] D[Y13), v2] NV,, y31 +Jf2), Y3] D[v;3), Y3] 
D[v13) , v2] D [ vi3), vz(‘)] 
D[v,(‘), v2] D[v,('), vz(‘)] 
D[vf3), v3] 
D[vi2), v3] I 
(39) 
Inspection of (39) in the light of (36) reveals that only those elements which are encircled may differ 
from zero. The matrix is in block diagonal form with the blocks themselves triangularized. Thus U may be 
written as 
u, 
G 
u= v, 
cl,_ 
where If, is (K, x Kk) and is given by 
. Dk[vjKL)] 
. D&i+')] 
. Dk[~iKx-2)] 
(40) 
(41) 
Owing to the special structure of U (38) may be decomposed into 4 separate and uncoupled equations of 
the form 
[N[v,],N[v12)],...,N[ybE(*)]]= [A,,,A2k,...,A,~,~]U,. k= l*L...,q. (42) 
This represents an appealing technique since the problem has been decomposed into q smaller problems 
and because the U, are triangularized so that forward substitution may be used rather than simultaneous 
solution. Returning to the standard example and applying (42) three times we get 
12 16 7 
[12,-37,38]=[A,,,A,,,A3,] 
I 1 0 12 16 7 0 0 12 
[270,- 189]=[A,,,A,,][ -; _;I, [384]=[A,,][-271. 
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U, may be formed in another way. For the case of K, = 3 
1 0 0 
1 0 
1 
0 0 1 3v, 6v,z 10~; I ;; 2i,, 1 
u,= 0 1 2v, 3~; 48; 5~; 1 A v; 3v,z 3v, 1 vx v; lJ; Vk” vz vx” 4~; 6~; 
v; 5v; 1olJ; 
(43) 
A is given by (3 1). The prefactor of A is ( Kk X n) and is the same as the kl th partition of E as given in (30). 
The postfactor of A is obtained from the transpose of the prefactor by reversing the order of the columns. 
Chang [5] derives (42) using calculus, but Watkins [28] attributes the method to Henrici [ 12, p. 5561. An 
application of this method is reported in [ 16). 
Method 5 (Method of &l&one). This method is a variation of Method 4. Kuo [ 15, p. 1361 mentions that he 
was introduced to the method by Professor Goldstone. It is unlikely that Goldstone was the original 
discoverer of the technique. 
Inspection of (42) reveals that it may also be written as 
[N[v,],N[v~~)],...,ZV[V~~~)]] = [A,,,A,,,...,AKk.,] * [D,[v,],D,[~l~‘]....,D~[vj~“]], 
k= 1,2 ,..., 4. (44) 
The A,, may be solved for by abridged division. The method may be indicated by 
[ 1 
L~~~v~1,o~~v!‘)],...,~~,~~Kill~~,~~v~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A)]~ . 
Letting k = 1 in the standard example we get 
[ 1, 
-53 
12 3 %+I 
[ 12,16,7] )[ 12, -37, 381 
[12, 16, 71 
[o] [ -53, 311 
[-53, -Y] 
[ol RI 
m 
WI 
Thus A,, = 1, A,, = - $$ and A,, = z. This method provides an alternative to the forward substitution 
implied in (42), but represents no increase in efficiency. 
Method 6 (Deflation through subtraction). The concept of this method although classical in nature appears 
to have been innovated by Pottle [24]. The following streamlined version appears to require about half as 
many synthetic divisions. 
Equations (20) and (22) may be combined to give 
N(s)= D,(s) ; [A,,(s- v,)‘-‘1 + (s- vk)““Dk(s)Xk(s). (451 
r-l 
SupposeA,,, A,,,..., A,k, 1 < r < (K, - 1). have already been found. Bringing those terms which contain 
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these known coefficients to the left side, (45) becomes, 
N(s)-D,(s)i [A,&-vX’]=D,(s) 2 [A;&vY*)‘-‘]+(S-vJK~D1.(S)xk(S). 
i=l r=r+l 
(46) 
Divide every term of (46) by (s - v~)~ and define 
N(s) 41k(S) i [A,,(s - VJ’] 
N,(s) = 
i-l 
b-k)’ 
(47) 
thus obtaining 
N,(s) = Q(s) 5 [A,& - v$~--‘] +(s - v~)~“-‘D~(s)X~(S). 
i--r+ 1 
Let s approach vk and obtain 
N,(G) = Q(v,)A,+,,, 
(48) 
(49) 
from which A,, , k may be found. 
We introduce ‘now an efficient way to find N,.(s). Replace r in (47) by (r - 1) and combine that result 
with (47) to give 
N(s) = N,-,(s) --Ad,(s) 
, k--k) . 
Next replace r in (49) by (r - 1) and introduce that result into (50) giving 
N,(s) = 
N-,(s)--N,-,(v,) _A 
1 [ 
h(s)-Q(vk) 
s--k 
rk s-v k 1 
(50) 
(51) 
which is valid for 1 < r Q ( Kk - 1) provided N,(s) is interpreted as N(s). The bracketed quantities in (51) 
are recognized as being N,_ ,[vk, s] and Dk[vk, s] respectively so that (51) becomes 
N,(s) = N,-,[% 31 -‘%kDkbk, d (52) 
from which Nr(vk) may be found by using synthetic division. 
The flow chart shown in Fig. 1 illustrates the use of the algorithm. The procedure must be repeated 4 
times, once for each different value of k, 1 G k < q. 
By letting k = 1 for the standard example we will find A,,, A,, and A,,. First, from (D(s))[~[v{~,+‘)] we 
find 
D,[v,] = 12, {Q[v,,s]>= [10,5,11. 
r = 0. From (N(s)>lj[v,] we get N,[v,J = 12 and (NO[v,, s]>=[-84,52,0,- 6,1]. 
A,, = N&,]/Q[v,] = 1. 
r = 1. (N,(s)) = (No[v,, SD- (A,,XD,[ v,,s]}=[-94,47,- l,-6,1]. From (N,(s)}ll[v,] we get N,[v,]= 
-53 and {N,[v,, s]}= [41,- 6,- 5,1]. 
A,, = N,[v,]/Q[v,] = - 3. 
r = 2. (N2(s)>= (N,[v,, sI>- (A2,X4[v,, s]>=~[1022,193,-7,12].From(N,(s))~([v,]weget(N,[v,])= 
* 
A,, = N,[v,]/D,[v,] = %. 
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k=k 
r=O 
From tDkb))//bkl 
find Dk[vkl and 
DkIVk’Sl 
$ 
From {N,b)~//[vkl 
find Nr[vk] and 
N,[Vk,Sl 
4 
Form 
N,(s) = Nr_,[vk.sl - $.kDk[~k,~l 
Equation (52) 
Calculate 
A 
Nr[vkl 
= - r+l,k Dk["kl 
Equation (49) 
Fig. I. Flow chart for Method 6. 
Method 7 (Escalation through convolution). Equation (45) may be written as 
,;ii [Aik(s-vk)'-l] = LNCs)lI &] -(s-vk)““xk(s)~ (53) 
The crucial part of this method involves the use of the basis vector [ 1, (s - vk), (s - vA)‘, . . . 1. The 
coefficient vector of the left side of (53) relative to the stated basis vector is [A,,, A,,, . . . , AKk.k. 0, 0,. . . 1. 
The first K, components of this coefficient vector are quantities which are sought, while the remaining 
components are all zero and of no interest. It is for this reason that when we express the right side of (53) 
in terms of the stated basis that we need to retain only the first K, components of the resultant coefficient 
vector. 
Since (s - v~)~* is a factor of the second term on the right side of (53) the first K, components of its 
coefficient vector are all zero. Hence this term is of no further interest in the present context. 
N(s) appears in the first term on the right side of (53). Define {N(s)) to be the coefficient vector relative 
to the basis [ 1, s, s2 , . . . 1. (N( s))~ is now defined to be the coefficient vector relative to the basis [ 1, (s - v,), 
(s-V$,... 1. Furthermore let (N(s)): be defined as (N(s)}, truncated after K, terms. The process 
{N(~))]([v$~*)] may be used to develop differences N[Y~], N[v$‘)] etc. These are however exactly the 
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components of {N(S)>\. Hence 
{N(s)};= [N[v,],N[~i2)],....~[~~~~)]]. (54) 
In this method and in the one to follow it will be convenient to write D(S) in another form. D(S) 
consists of n linear factors in S. Make a one-to-one correspondence between each such factor and the 
numbers 1, 2,..., n. Although it is not crucial let the numbers be assigned to the factors in the order that 
the factors are generated in (13). Let I,(s) be the first factor, I,(s) the second factor, etc. For the standard 
example in which K, = 3, K, = 2 and K, = 1, we have 
I,(S) = 12(S) = /s(S) = (S - V,), 
l,(s) = I,(s) = (s - v,), 1&)=(S-Vv3). 
D(S) may be generally written as 
and 
D(S)=%+, ir Us) (55) 
a-1 
n 
Dk(S) = a,+, Imp(s) 
/3=1 
(56) 
where the prime serves to indicate that j3 takes on those (n - Kk) values for which (S - v~) is never 
involved in the product. In the standard example if k = 1, then j3 may only be 4, 5 and 6. This convention 
for /3 will be used in sequel and should be noted. It immediately follows that 
Typically Ip(s) stands for (S - vi), j * k and 
r , 
(58) 
‘k - V/’ 
For a range of s-values the second term of (58) may be expanded by the binomial theorem thus giving, 
(59) 
The corresponding truncated coefficient vector is 
1 f 
i )[ 
1 1 
. . ..(-l)+’ l - =-.... 
ID(S) k Vk - v, ) (vk-vjy I (vk- y,p . 
(60) 
It follows from (57) that 
where C is the convolution symbol which indicates that the vectors given by { l/ls(s))~ are to be 
convolved, and the prime is once more a reminder that j3 may take on only those values permitted in (56). 
We are thus lead to 
n f 
A,.&2kr..-4&k,k = 1 
{N(s)): * 2: ($Jjx 
a n+l 
(62) 
where for each k-value (n - Kk) convolutions must be performed. 
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Applying (62) to the standard example for k = 1 one gets 
(63) 
All but the first vector on the right of (63) was generaed by (60) and as such has a special structure which 
allows the indicated convolutions to be performed in a particularly efficient manner. All vectors generated 
by (60) may be written as [f, -f2,f3, -f4,. . . 1. The result of convolving this vector with the arbitrary 
vector [a, b, c, d,. . . ] may be obtained from the signal-flow graph shown in Fig. 2. The entries in the last 
row of circles are the result of the convolution [a, b, c, d, . . . ] * [f, -f ‘, f 3, -f 4,. . . 1. Repeated applica- 
tion of this concept, using the proper f’s allows for efficient performance of the convolutions indicated in 
(62). The (n - K, ) values of f are given by 
1 
f=Ip(s)-(s-ur,) (64) 
where /? again takes on those values permitted by (56). 
Returning to the standard example with k = 1 we find from the process {N(s)>]][v$~‘] that {N(s))‘, = 
[ 12, - 37,381. The permitted values of j3 are 4, 5 and 6. The f-values (which may be used in any order) are: 
1 
!4(S)-l+,) =A=?’ 
1 1 1 =p=- 
15(.s)-(S-V,) V,-Vz 2’ 
i&)-l+V,) =A=;. 
Omitting the details of the signal-flow graph the convolutions indicated in (63) yield 
[ 12, - 37,381 
(f=f) 
[6,- 9, q] 
(f=i) 
[3, - 4,211 
(f=f) 
[L -g, g] 
Fig. 2. Signal-flow graph 
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The last vector corresponds to the numerator of (62). Since u, = 1, it follows that 
A,, = 1, A,, = -3, A,, =%. 
Method 8 (Simzhneous escalation). Defining the I,(s), i = 1, 2,. . . , n as we did in the previous method it is 
convenient to also define 
G’“‘(s) = u,+,F(s) = N(s) 
W~2(4.~~ u4 . 
Upon expressing N(s) in terms of Newton’s divided difference formula we obtain 
G’“‘(s) = 
Yl +f,(s)Y2+f,(s)f*(s)Y3+ ‘.’ +4(s)~,(+. f,-,(S)Yn 
w4w *. f,(s) 
(65) 
(66) 
They,,i= 1,2 ,..., n, are shorthand for the divided differences which result from {N(s)) 1) [Y { Kl), Y$ K2), . . . , 
ZJ(~~)]. A generalization of (66) is 4 
G’“‘(s) = 
yl+l,(s)Y,+~,(s)f,(s)Y,+ -** +4(s)f,(+-* Ix-l(S)Yx 
W~,b) *. . L(s) 
where 1 Q x G n. Any of the G(“)(s) may be obtained through the recursion 
G’“)(s) = G’“-“(s) yx 
f,(s) + L(s) 
where G(‘)(s) = 0. It is also convenient to define 
(67) 
(68) 
(69) 
so that 
G’“‘(s) = H’“‘(s) +Y, 
f,(s) . 
(70) 
Since G’“- “( ) s is a proper rational function it has a partial fractions expansion. Let that expansion be 
G’“- l)(s) = k?, $ (s _y;L;_C+, + $, (s _B;;;:,, , (71) 
CC = 
k*j 
k J 
where L, -C K,, but L, G K, and k fj. Now let Ix(s) = (s - vJ) and owing to (69) the partial fractions 
expansion for H’“‘(s) is 
(72) 
Those partial fractions coefficients which have j for their second subscript are called native coefficients, 
while those with k (k *j) for a second subscript are called alien coefficients. The division by (s - vJ) which 
was involved in going from GCX-‘) (s) to H’“‘(s) increases the number of native coefficients by unity, but 
leaves the number of alien coefficients unchanged. 
We are faced with three problems. 
(a) How do the alien coefficients of (71) transform into the alien coefficients of (72)? 
(b) How do the native coefficients of (71) transform into the corresponding native coefficients of (72)? 
(c) How is the newly formed native coefficient By!,,, found? 
The answers to these questions are now given. ’ 
(a) This problem has been faced in the previous method. All that need be done is to invoke the 
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signal-flow graph technique. Starting with the coefficients [ Bi;-‘), B:;t-‘), . . . , B&‘)] and usingf= l/( V~ 
- v,) the coefficients [ Bii’, f$‘, . . . , jE.‘k] may be formed. Of course this must be done for all values of k, 
k *j. 
(b) The next question is answered by contemplating 
(s - &‘G’“-“(s) = (s - #+‘H’“‘(s). (73) 
Setting s = v, reveals that Bif- ” = 8-i;’ Repeated differentiation of (73) followed by substitution of s = v, . 
maybeusedtoshowthatBi;-‘)=BjT’,6=1,2,...,L,. 
(c) The last question is resolved by invoking a theorem given by Hazony and Riley [ 1 I]. First some 
definitions. 
Definition 4.1. In a partial fractions expansion the numerators of those terms which have only a linear 
factor for a denominator are called residues. 
Definition 4.2. For a proper rational function let A be the degree of the denominator minus the degree of 
the numerator. 
Without proof the theorem of Hazoni and Riley is: In a partial fractions expansion of a proper rational 
function for which A >, 2 the sum of the residues is zero. 
Since G’“-‘)(s) h as a partial fractions expansion surely its A 2 1. Owing to (69) it is clear that for 
HCX)(.s), A > 2. Thus the residue sum for H’“‘(s) is zero so that @:I ,,, may be found from 
Hence all of the coefficients of (72) may be found from those of (71). 
The partial fractions expansion of G’“‘(s) is 
(74) 
(75) 
From (70) it is seen that the partial fractions coefficients of G’“‘(s) are for the most part the same as those 
of H(“)(s) Only B(*) may differ from its counterpart in HCX)(s), but from (70) it is clear that y, is the 
residue sum for G(‘j{si)f Thus BCX) L I +,,J may be calculated from 
Bci I.., + i Bi:!, = Y,. (76) 
k=l 
k==J 
A summary is now presented. Given the partial fractions coefficients for G’“- “(s) and with I,(s) = (s-vJ) 
we may identify those coefficients which are native and those which are alien. The coefficients of G’“)(s) 
may be found by the following rules. 
(a) Alien coefficients remain the same in number and are found by the signal-flow graph techniques 
using f = l/(vk - vJ). This must be repeated for each k, k *j. 
(b) The native coefficients remain unchanged with the exception of the newly added one. 
(c) The newly added native coefficient is found last by demanding that all residues of G(“)(s) sum to y,. 
The process is started by noting that G(‘)(s) = y,/,,(x). Application of the foregoing rules (n - 1) times 
allows the coefficients of G’“‘(s) to be found. Division of these coefficients by a,, , yields the coefficients 
of F(s). For hand calculation the tabular format supplied by Fig. 3 is useful. Residuals are contained 
within octagons. The figure is specific for the standard example. 
Without dwelling on the details the numerical values which correspond to the blanks in Fig. 3 are now 
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c 
91 
(1 
7 j=l 
1 j=2 f51 "1_"2 
1 
I 
j=2 f=1 
p-+q 
j=3 f=L 
v1-v3 
ppf?pJ 
k-l 
Fig. 3. Outline for Method 8. 
given : 
12 
12 -37 
12 -37 38 
6 -9 +9 -35 4 
3 -7 21 _Lp 
1 53 
-Ti 
s _Ljz 
Since a, = 1 we now get 
A,, = 1, A,, = -3, 
812 
(4 
L!!Ll 812 (5) B22 (5 
fz1 
‘2-‘3 
Row 
Residual 
Sum 
cl 
Yl 
q y4 
0 Y5 
k=2 k=3 
12 
-37 
38 
-4 
-27 -6 
g __y 1 
A ==%I 
31 369 
A =._m 
12 4 ? 
A =n 
22 49 
A,,= -ye 
This method was first discussed by Mahoney in [17]. 
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1 d 
2 ds 
Fig. 4. Signal-flow graph. 
Method 9 (Modified Method of Brugia). A textbook method [20, p. 2751 for finding partial fractions 
coefficients is summarized by the signal-flow graph shown in Fig. 4. The calculation is cumbersome and is 
not convenient for computer programming. 
Brugia [3] has developed an algebraic method for performing the above operations. In our modification 
of his method A,, is calculated from 
A,, = M%)/&(%) (77) 
while the other coefficients whose second subscript is also k are given by 
A r+ I.rc = orA,,, r= 1,2 )...) K,- 1. 
The multipliers u, are gained by forward substitution from the system of equations given by 
(78) 
1 0 0 
h, 2 0 
h, h, 3 
h K,-2 h K,-3 hK,-4 
. . 0 
. . 0 
. . . 
. . (Kk - 1) 
where 
J 
1 01 -02 
03 
I: i- l)K”by,_, 
= 
h, 
h2 
h3 
h K, - I 
(79) 
(80) 
The method must be performed for each value of k, k = 1, 2,. . . , q. Note that the zeros of the numerator 
and their multiplicity must be known since they enter into (80). 
For k= 1 in the standard illustrative example we find that N(v,)= 12, D,(v,)= 12 and hence A,, = 1. 
From (80) we may find h, = - 3 and h, = $. Thus from (79), u, = - 2 and v2 = s. Use of (78) gives 
A,, = - s and A,, = $. 
5. Remarks 
Remark 5.1. Utility of setting N(s) = 1. Let F(S) = N(s)/D(s) be a proper rational function and let 
F(S) = l/D(s) be a related function obtained by replacing N(s) by unity. The coefficients [A,,, d2k.. . . , 
A K,.k] for F(s) are given by (62) while the corresponding coefficients [A,,, k,,, . . . , kKk.,] for F(S) are 
given by (62) with the (N(s)};. factor deleted. Hence it is obvious that 
[-‘&-&.-..&,.k] = [&,&~~*..~AKl.k] * {N(s)); (81) 
where {N(s)}\ is given by (54). This observation is useful if N(s) is not initially known, or is subject to 
change. 
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Suppose we find 
F(s) = 1 
(s- l)3(s+ l)2(s+2) 
I -4 43 I 
=A+____ - 
-$ 
(s- 1)2+ (sYl) +(s+ 
-6 
(s- 1)’ 
--e+- 
(s-t 1) (Sf2). 
Let the problem be augmented by the introduction of N(s) = 96 - 136s + 52s2 + 6s3 - 7,~~ + s5, so that 
F(s) is now that of the standard example, for which 
{N(s)}; = [12, -37,381, {N(S)}; = [270, - 1891, (N(s)); = [384]. 
The convolutions indicated by (81) become 
[tit -t, $1 * [12, -37,38]= [1, -%, g], 
[-$, -&] * [270, -189]= [-y, 41, 
[-&I * [384]= [+I. 
Thus the partial fractions expansion for the augmented problem is 
u _Izs 
4+9 
(s + 1) (s + 2) . 
Remark 5.2. Aooiding Homer’s scheme. Suppose a polynomial (N(s) say) is available in factored form such 
as 
N(s)=b,+,(s-a,)“(s-a2)J~**~ (s-UJ”. (82) 
We may wish to find N[Y~], iV[vi2)], N[vj3)],. . . , N[v,$~~)]. This could be accomplished by writing (82) in 
powers of s and then using Homer’s scheme. As an alternative to this we may write (82) as 
N(~)=~,+,[(V,-U,)+(S-Y,)]~~[(Y~-(J~)+(S-V~)]~~~~~ [(Y~-~~)+(s-v~)]~~. (83) 
Each of the linear factors may then be written as coefficient vectors with respect to the basis vector [1, 
(s--yk),(s--yk)2,...,(s-yk) I. Kk-’ The indicated multiplications may now be performed by convolution. 
After multiplication by b,,,, , the resultant vector is [N[Y~], N[v(~)],..., N[v~~A)]]. 
For example with 
N(s) = l(s - 2)‘(s + 3)(s - 4) 
and for k = 1, Y] = 1 and K, = 3 the desired numbers N[Y*], N[v(~)] and N[v$~)] are given by 
1[-l,l,O] * [-l,l,O] * [-l,l,O] * [4,1,0] * [-3,1,0]=[12,-37,381. 
Remark 5.3. Modified partial fractions. In certain situations, such as the inversion of z-transforms [20, p. 
2711, it is often desirable to express a rational function F(s) as 
F(s)= 5 ; c,js+ 
j-1 r-l (s- vJK’ 
(84) 
rather than by the form given by (18). The Cj may be called modified partial fractions coefficients and can 
be found by two methods. Equation (27) of Method 1 may be adapted to yield 
[b,,b2,b3,b4,bs,bgl=[CllrC2,~C3,1C,2rC22JC,31P’ (85) 
where 
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so that the C,, may be found by simultaneous solution of (85). 
Alternatively the C,, may be found from the Aik. The C,, appear as divided differences when Horner’s 
scheme given by IP,,,A,,,...,A,*,,lII[(-v,) (Kk)] is performed. Incidentally the A,, may be obtained 
from the C,, bq &e process given by [Clk, Czk,. .., CK,.kJ]][~iKk)]. 
For the standard example for which A,, = 1, A,, = -s, A,, = $ and Y, = 1 we may find from 
that C,, = $$, C,, = - 9 and C,, = $. Similar computations reveal that C,, = - y, C,, = 4 and 
C, 3 = - y. The modified partial fractions expansion becomes, 
- F(s) 500 769s + 305~~ - 108 + + 27s - = + 128 
36(s - 1)3 4(s + 1)2 9(.r + 2) . 
6. Operations count 
Long and short operations. Some insight into the relative efficiency of the foregoing methods may be 
gained by computing the number of algebraic operations involved for each method. Addition and 
subtraction are called short operations, while multiplication and division are called long operations. Since the 
time and effort required to perform long operations significantly exceeds that for short operations we will 
enumerate the long operations only. In the following we will suppose that N(s) and D(s) are given in 
unfactored form and that the zeros of N(s) and D(s) are known. It is also assumed that m = n - 1 and that 
p=q- 1. 
Operations count for Method I. First let the number of long operations required to find P be calculated. 
There are n columns and K; rows in the ith partition. When Horner’s scheme is used the last row of this 
partition requires (n - 1) long operations. The row above requires (n - 2) operations. The top row within 
the partition requires (n - K,) such operations. For the entire partition (nK, - f K, - i K,‘) long operations 
are used. Summing over all q partitions yields (n2 - fn - $S) long operations, where 
S=K,Z+K;+ ... +K;. (87) 
The ensuing Gauss elimination adds an additional (in3 + n2 
(in3 + 2n2 - sn - +S) for Method 1. 
- fn) long operations, for a total of 
Summary of operations count. The number of long operations for all methods are, 
Method 1: )n’+ 2n2 - ;n - +S, 
Method 2 : $n’ + $n’ - yn - $(n + l)S, 
q-1 4 
Method 3: in3+2n-f~+fn-a[~:-~,]- c c K;K,, 
i-l j-r+1 
Methods 
4,5and6: 3n2 - 2s, 
Method 7 : 2n2 + in - $S + (q - l)(q), 
Method 8 : n’+fn-$S+f(q-l)(q), 
Method 9: n2+n[p+3q--21-(q)(p+q 
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Table 1 
n 4 K ‘s Operations count for the methods 
1 2 3(a) 3(b) 4. 5. 6 7 8 9 
1 1 
3 2 
6 3 
10 4 
15 5 
21 6 
28 7 
36 8 
45 9 
55 10 
1, 2 22 
1,2,3 132 
1, 2, 3.4 510 
1,2,..., 5 1535 
1,2,..., 6 3906 
1.2...., 7 8792 
1, 2,..., 8 18012 
1,2,..., 9 34245 
1,2,..., 10 61270 
1 1 
44 
318 
1400 
4595 
12411 
29 148 
61608 
119925 
218515 
1 
13 12 
68 58 
242 198 
692 558 
I 708 1379 
3780 3080 
7680 6 336 
14559 12 171 
26059 22 066 
1 1 1 1 1 
17 13 9 18 
80 60 35 75 
210 172 96 202 
565 395 215 435 
I141 786 421 816 
2072 1414 749 1393 
3 480 2 360 1240 2 220 
5 505 3717 1941 3357 
8304 5590 2 905 4 870 
Remarks 6.1. In order to generate a numerical comparison among the methods we have considered ten 
problems, the results of which are summarized in Table 1. 
Method 3 is unique in that it depends upon the indexing of the K ‘s. In the column labled 3(a) the K’s 
were indexed in ascending order, and in 3(b) they were indexed in descending order. Method 8 emerged as 
the overall best from the point of view of operations required. The operations count is but one factor 
involved in the selection of a satisfactory method. 
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